
T
he anticipation of building a new 
frameset into a complete bike is 
always exciting, and even more 
so when that frameset is custom-
made and has as yet unknown 

ride characteristics. As explained in this issue’s 
feature on the company, my T-Lab X3 is the 
result of months of trans-Atlantic 
communication, ideas and no shortage of 
meticulous Montreal manufacturing skill.

This 2019 X3 was built using the geometry 
figures of some of my favourite bikes as a guide. 
Bringing together figures for several endurance, 
cyclocross and gravel bikes produced a design 
very near to T-Lab’s 2019 aggressive trail 
geometry. The finished frame had a 71-degree 
head angle, 73-degree seat angle, 160mm head 
tube, 565mm top tube, 47mm trail, 70mm 
bottom bracket drop, and surprisingly short 
418mm chainstays for a gravel bike. 

  Riding over 100 miles on Shimano’s new GRX 
groupset during a bike launch and the first 
Grinduro Canada last August confirmed my 
intention of fitting it to the X3. The 44cm flared 
bars I used then converted me to the practical 
sense of going wider than my usual 42cm. I 
managed to pull together an Ultegra-level GRX 
single-ring drivetrain and added a Shimano SLX 
cassette. Easton kindly supplied a carbon 
seatpost and EA70 alloy stem, with my current 
favourite gravel bar shape in carbon EC70 AX 
form. I fitted Mavic’s Allroad Pro UST wheelset 
with Michelin’s first 40mm tubeless gravel 
tyres. Fabric’s Scoop saddle’s shell and silicone 
bar tape come in an almost perfectly matching 
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green. I just added my Time ATAC pedals and 
some bottle cages.

With everything listed above fitted, the X3 
tipped the scales at 8.77kg, which is pretty good 
for a go-anywhere titanium bike with decent 
tyre clearances, mounts for almost everything 
and the rugged durability to explore.

I’m not going to say that riding the T-Lab X3 
was revelatory, but it has a feel like no other 
titanium bike I’ve ridden. The much-lauded 
compliance of titanium is ever-present, soaking 
up road vibrations, but the X3 also brings razor-
sharp handling and response to the party. 
Pressing on the pedals produces an immediate 
reaction, with acceleration like a kick in the 
pants and great torsional rigidity that 
counteracts it and ensures precise control.

The carbon handlebar and seatpost, plus 
40mm tyres, usually inflated to less than 35psi, 
contribute plenty to the T-Lab’s overall ride 
quality, but their flexy softness doesn’t detract 
from the frame’s coiled spring-like 
performance. It’s a great blend, which leaves me 
in no doubt that it’ll be at least as capable as a 
fast tarmac machine as it has been off-road.

Taking rough gravel easily in its stride, I’m 
looking forward to trying some 650B wheels 
with bigger tyres, and then setting it up with 
something narrower, plus full mudguards for 
some permanent weather protection. From 
being initially unsure about the X3’s potential, 
the more I’ve learned about it, and experienced 
from riding it, the more I’m really looking 
forward to seeing how many disparate uses I can 
adapt the bike to over the coming months. 

The T-Lab X3’s all-carbon fork is painted to  
match the brushed titanium frame’s seat-tube  

panel and adds additional luggage mounts to the  
frame’s triple bottle-cage options

 T-Lab’s proprietary modular T-One dropouts  
bolt to the inside of the chainstay and seatstay 

junction, independently carrying the mech hanger,  
thru-axle and rear brake caliper
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“The compliance of titanium 
is ever present and the  
X3 brings razor-sharp 
handling to the party”  
ROBIN WILMOTT
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OU T OF T HE BO X
Weight 8.77kg 

(M/custom)  
Frame Grade 9 

3Al 2.5V 
seamless cold 

worked 
titanium  

Fork T-Lab 
carbon fibre  

Gears Shimano 
GRX RX810 
levers and 

chainset with 
42t chainring, 
Shimano SLX 
11-42t cassette 

Brakes 
Shimano GRX 
810 hydraulic 
disc, 160mm/ 
140mm rotors  
Wheels Mavic 

Allroad Pro 
UST  

Finishing kit 
Easton EC70 

AX 44cm 
carbon bar, 

Easton EA70 
alloy stem, 

Easton EC70 
seatpost, 

Fabric Scoop 
Elite Shallow 

saddle, 
Michelin Gravel 

40mm 
tubeless tyres 
Extras Time 

ATAC 6 pedals, 
Easton 

faceplate 
Garmin mount, 
Zipp Alumina 
bottle cages, 

Fabric silicone 
tape

GE ARS
02  Shimano’s  

GRX groupset in 
RX810 Ultegra-level 
spec with a single 
42-tooth chainring 
and 11-42 cassette 
gives a 1:1 lowest 
gear and decent 
top-end speed too

T Y RES
03  Mavic’s  

Allroad Pro  
UST wheelset and 
tubeless 40mm 
Michelin Gravel tyres 
are a great match 
and feel fast in  
road and off-road 
conditions that vary 
from dry to soft

SADDLE
01  Fortunately, 

Fabric offers its 
Scoop saddle and 
Silicone bar tape in 
a near-perfect 
colour match to the 
Kawa Green paint 
that I chose from 
T-Lab’s colour chart
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